C. a. sabaeus population. Through comparative analyses with human and rhesus macaque, we characterize at high resolution the unique chromosomal fission events that differentiate the vervets and their close relatives from most other catarrhine primates, in whom karyotype is highly conserved. We also provide a summary of transposable elements and contrast these with the rhesus macaque and human. Analysis of sequenced genomes representing each of the main vervet subspecies supports previously hypothesized relationships between these populations, which range across most of sub-Saharan Africa, while uncovering high levels of genetic diversity within each. Sequence-based analyses of major histocompatibility complex (MHC) polymorphisms reveal extremely low diversity in Caribbean C. a. sabaeus vervets, compared to vervets from putatively ancestral West African regions. In the C. a. sabaeus research population, we discover the first structural variations that are, in some cases, predicted to have a deleterious effect; future studies will determine the phenotypic impact of these variations.
[Supplemental material is available for this article.]
Nonhuman primates (NHPs), compared with rodents, display a far greater level of conservation with humans at all levels of biology, providing essential disease models for systems where humans and rodents are particularly divergent, including inflammatory, infectious, and metabolic diseases, and disorders of brain and behavior. However, the lack of tools for large-scale, genome-level investigations has limited the utility of NHPs as genetic models for common, complex disorders. Given that the vervet is among the most widely used NHP in biomedical research, we established the International Vervet Genome Consortium to develop genomic resources, beginning with the reference genome described here.
Caribbean vervets are uniquely valuable for genetic research, as a very small number of West African C. a. sabaeus vervets introduced to the West Indies as early as the 17th century (Long 2003) gave rise to wild populations on the islands of St. Kitts, Nevis, and Barbados that were recently estimated at more than 50,000-100,000 individuals (Jasinska et al. 2012 ). The rapid expansion from an extreme bottleneck has likely enabled deleterious variants to attain a relatively high frequency in these populations, facilitating detection of their association with phenotypes (Service et al. 2014) . These Caribbean vervet populations provided the founding monkeys for several research colonies on St. Kitts and in North America that now contain large numbers of phenotyped monkeys from a homogeneous and restricted genetic background . In particular, the Vervet Research Colony (VRC), which included the male monkey whose DNA we used to generate the reference genome, is managed as a single extended pedigree, now up to nine generations deep.
A second motivation for vervet genomic efforts derived from the opportunity to identify host genomic features that evolved in relation to simian immunodeficiency virus (SIV), and thereby gain insight into the biology of human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), which originated through mutations in SIV (Hirsch et al. 1989; Gao et al. 1999) . The main vervet subspecies (C. a. sabaeus, C. a. tantalus, C. a. pygerythrus, C. a. aethiops, and C. a. cynosurus) co-evolved with distinct SIV strains (Fukasawa et al. 1988; Fomsgaard et al. 1990; Allan et al. 1991; Hirsch et al. 1993; Jin et al. 1994) which are endemic in their natural populations across sub-Saharan Africa and which appear to infect their hosts without causing immunodeficiency diseases. Vervet genome sequencing will enable comparative studies to identify variations between vervets and other primates, including humans (which have had only recent exposure to HIV), and rhesus macaques (which have been exposed to SIV only experimentally), both of which, when infected, progress to AIDS. Additionally, host genome-level analyses will permit comparative studies within C. a. sabaeus to evaluate the hypothesis that balancing selection (Cagliani et al. 2010 ) may have maintained some as yet unknown protective alleles at a higher frequency in Africa than in the Caribbean, where wild vervet populations are SIV-free.
Finally, a high-quality reference assembly is a prerequisite for characterizing the structural genomic features that differentiate Cercopithecini (including vervets) from the other Cercopithecidae and from catarrhines, generally, including humans. This divergence is important for reconstructing primate evolutionary biology as well as for efforts to identify the genomic basis for phenotypic differences between these taxa (Fig. 1) . The vervet genome differs from most other primate genomes in its higher chromosome number (2n = 60), which mainly reflects chromosome breakages (Finelli et al. 1999; Jasinska et al. 2007 ). Seven chromosome fission events resulted in 29 vervet autosomes, compared to 21 or 22 in most other catarrhines (Stanyon et al. 2012 ). With few exceptions, such as the gibbon (Carbone et al. 2014 ) and owl monkey (Ruiz-Herrera et al. 2005) , primate chromosomes reveal little change from the inferred ancestral karyotype. The chromosomal variation in gibbon likely resulted from a gibbon-specific retrotransposon that moved into regions harboring chromosomal segregation genes (Carbone et al. 2014) . The vervet provides a different kind of model for studying chromosome stability since the fission events are likely more recent, having occurred since the split between Cercopithecini and other members of Cercopithecinae ∼11.5-14.1 million years ago (Mya) (Perelman et al. 2011; Pozzi et al. 2014) .
In summary, we have built a high-quality vervet genome reference to enable genetic investigations of complex phenotypes, to compare the vervet genome to those of other primates, to describe the genetic relatedness among Chlorocebus subspecies, to measure intra-specific diversity at the major histocompatibility (MHC) locus within C. a. sabaeus, and to examine structural variations within this biomedically relevant research population.
Results

Genome reference build
Biomedical research on the vervet largely utilizes C. a. sabaeus monkeys of Caribbean origin. In the final male vervet assembly, referred to as Chlorocebus_sabaeus 1.1, we ordered and oriented a total of 2.78 Gb in 29 autosomes (CAE1-CAE29) (Supplemental Fig.  S1 ) and two sex chromosomes (CAEX and CAEY), with only 17 Mb remaining unplaced. The assembled size of vervet Chromosome Y (6 Mb) was ∼21% of that estimated for the closely related rhesus macaque Chromosome Y (Hughes et al. 2012) . As this highly repetitive chromosome was present in half the number of copies as the autosomes, and was assembled de novo, further investigations will be required to fully characterize Chromosome Y (Hughes et al. 2012) . Similarly, we expected the male vervet Chromosome X to be assembled in fewer bases when compared to the assembled female Chromosome X of rhesus macaque (Zimin et al. 2014) . Assembled sizes for the male vervet and female rhesus macaque X Chromosomes are 144 and 148 Mb with spanned gaps of 5445 and 4281, respectively, suggesting slightly lower overall sequence representation in the vervet (Supplemental Table S1 ).
The vervet assembly displayed a greater degree of sequence contiguity than other NHP assemblies with a similar total of assembled bases (Supplemental Table S2 ). About 50% of the assembled genome size is in contigs >90 kb (compared to 13-86 kb reported in other NHPs) and scaffolds >81 Mb (Supplemental Table S2 ). The vervet assembly was supported by >8.5-fold coverage in spanning BACs (91% have a unique paired-end alignment position in the assembly), and only 1.6% were residual discordant clones, where the vervet assembly requires improvement. The human genome is the only other primate genome curated to this degree of detail for chromosomal accuracy.
To annotate the vervet genome for gene content, we utilized the collective methods deployed at NCBI (http://www.ncbi.nlm. nih.gov/genome/annotation_euk/process/), taking as input RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) data from total RNA and small RNA cDNA libraries derived from a diverse set of tissue types, as well as human RefSeq and GenBank transcripts and primate proteins. The currently identified set of protein coding genes (21,128) and noncoding genes (8520) is comparable in number to that observed for other primate genomes (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/ annotation_euk/Chlorocebus_sabaeus/100/; Supplemental Table  S2 ). We aligned 97.9% of 46,823 human known RefSeq (Pruitt et al. 2014) transcripts to the vervet genome at an average coverage of 98.8% (Kapustin et al. 2008) . To further assess the vervet genome for quality of gene representation, we aligned with BLAT (Kent 2002) de novo assembled transcripts (Grabherr et al. 2011) , derived from vervet blood, caudate, pituitary, fibroblast, and adrenal RNA-seq data, against the vervet genome reference at a 90% identity threshold, and found that >95% of vervet transcripts constructed in a reference-free manner were represented in the assembly at 95% of their length. Additionally, we produced an independent set of predicted protein-coding genes (19,165) using the Ensembl annotation process (Flicek et al. 2014 ) that adds additional gene query options.
Primate genome conservation
The vervet karyotype contains seven additional autosomes compared to the inferred ancestral catarrhine karyotype (Finelli et al. 1999; Stanyon et al. 2012) . To discern whether vervets also display more frequent smaller-scale rearrangements, we first conducted a comparative analysis of total interspersed repeats, then performed detailed comparisons of synteny between the vervet genome and those of human and rhesus macaque. Total transposable elements (TEs) occupy ∼48% of the vervet genome and are distributed in a pattern comparable to that observed in rhesus macaque (Zimin et al. 2014 ) and human (Supplemental Tables S3-S6 specificity for catarrhines. The chromosomal distribution of selected TEs (SINEs, LINEs, LTRs, and DNA transposons) showed the highest total coverage (>50%) on the sex chromosomes and on CAE 6 and 28, and the lowest coverage (44%) on CAE 8. Among specific elements, SINEs were significantly overrepresented on CAE 5, 6, 16, 19, and 28; and LINEs, LTRs, and DNA elements were significantly underrepresented on CAE 6, 19, and 28. To analyze small-scale rearrangements, we utilized alignment of vervet BAC end and chromosome sequences to the genomes of human (GRCh38) and rhesus macaque (rheMac2) (Rhesus Macaque Genome Sequencing and Analysis Consortium et al. 2007 ) and fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH) of human BACs. First, we aligned the vervet (CHORI-252) BAC end sequences to the human reference (GRCh38) to evaluate overall synteny. Of 136,002 BAC clones with a pair of uniquely aligning end sequences, 96.6% aligned in a collinear fashion. Intra-chromosomal rearrangements (2.1%) outnumbered inter-chromosomal rearrangements (1.2%). Genome-wide, the occurrence of inter-chromosomal and intra-chromosomal rearranged BAC clones was 1.03 and 1.07 clones/Mb, respectively. Human Chromosome 14 (corresponding to CAE24 and 29) was the most conserved (0.85 intra-and 0.36 inter-chromosomal rearranged BACs/Mb) and human Chromosome 10 (corresponding to vervet Chromosome 9) the most divergent between the species (2.31 intra-and 2.99 inter-chromosomal rearranged BACs/Mb). Whole genome alignments of human, vervet, and rhesus macaque using LASTZ (Supplemental Fig. S2 ; Harris 2007) confirmed that seven fission events would best explain the representation of human sequence (from Chromosomes 1, 3-7, and 15) dispersed among the 29 vervet autosomes. Human Chromosome 2 formed through a human lineage-specific fusion of two ancestral chromosomes (Jdo et al. 1991) ; therefore, its synteny to CAE10 and CAE14 does not reflect a fission event in the vervet lineage. Vervet chromosomes that underwent fission events ranged in size from 23 to 134 Mb. Overall, our observations indicated a high degree of genome collinearity between vervet and human, with confirmation of known chromosome fissions representing the major form of observed chromosomal rearrangement.
A previous report used chromosome painting to compare the human karyotype with those of several catarrhine species, including vervet (Stanyon et al. 2012 ). We conducted a higher resolution molecular cytogenetic comparison of the vervet, rhesus macaque, and human karyotypes, narrowing each breakpoint region through reiterative FISH experiments. These studies cohybridized on vervet metaphase chromosomes, 570 well-spaced human BAC clones, used previously to characterize rhesus macaque (Rhesus Macaque Genome Sequencing and Analysis Consortium et al. 2007 ). We found that sixteen vervet chromosomes display breaks in synteny with respect to rhesus macaque (CAE2, CAE4, CAE7, CAE13, CAE15, CAE17, and CAE20-29) ( Fig. 2A) .
Comparison of vervet and human with their inferred common catarrhine ancestor identified 58 gross synteny breaks overall; 27 of these breaks occurred in the human lineage and 31 in the vervet lineage (11 inversions, 8 fissions, and 1 fusion). The Old World monkey (OWM) ancestor had 46 chromosomes; several rearrangements have increased the vervet diploid chromosome count to 60 (Stanyon et al. 2012) . A detailed summary of the recent evolutionary history of each vervet chromosome with respect to rhesus macaque and human is included at http://www.biologia.uniba.it/ vervet/. An example of a vervet-specific fission (Fig. 2B) shows the results of a cohybridization FISH experiment, with three almost overlapping human BACs from Chromosome 5 mapping within an interval of ∼622 kb. The external BACs (RP11-450M18 and RP11-1115K14) map to CAE Chromosomes 4 and 23, respectively, while the central BAC RP11-435K10 shows a splitting signal. Moreover, a single rhesus macaque BAC that mapped to separate vervet chromosomes (Supplemental Fig. S3 ) provided a higher resolution example of a fission that seeded a centromere on CAE24 and a telomere on CAE29. Analysis of synteny to a 284-kb region on human Chromosome 14 (Supplemental Fig.  S4 ) revealed a complex array of LINE repeats and an 82-kb segmental duplication (SD).
Evolutionary neocentromeres (ENC) are centromeres that repositioned along the chromosome without any inversion or sequence transposition or that were seeded on an acentric fragment generated by a fission event. ENCs are typically discovered while performing chromosomal marker order comparison, usually by FISH, among closely related species (Stanyon et al. 2012) . Nine ENCs were reported as shared by all OWM species and are OWMspecific, based on human and rhesus macaque studies (Ventura et al. 2007 ). Our FISH experiments (see Fig. 2B example) revealed vervet ENCs on five chromosomes (CAE2, CAE17, CAE22-CAE24) ( Fig. 2A) . The centromere was repositioned along CAE17, while those on CAE2 and CAE22-CAE24 were seeded at the fission point. The latter events generated acentric fragments that were rescued by the emergence of the ENCs. The neocentromere of CAE23 was near the telomere and expanded without disturbing the sequences recognized by the BAC that split each chromosome (Fig. 2B) . 
Structural variation
Naturally occurring structural variants (SVs) in NHPs are therefore of great scientific and clinical interest as they may include duplications or deletions of gene regulatory or protein-coding regions. To identify candidate SVs potentially contributing to vervet trait variation, we selected six vervets with 59 direct descendants (collectively) and a range of kinship coefficients (from 0 [essentially unrelated] to 0.0625 [first cousin]). These six monkeys spanned multiple generations (date of birth [1985] [1986] [1987] [1988] [1989] [1990] [1991] [1992] [1993] [1994] [1995] [1996] , and each was sequenced to an average depth of 32× (Supplemental Table S7 ). We detected numerous deletions, considering a predetermined size range of 500 bp to 2 Mb size (Supplemental Table S8 ).
To identify a high-confidence set of deletions, we used CNVnator (Abyzov et al. 2011) , which relies on sequence depth, and LUMPY (Layer et al. 2014) , which relies on split and pairedend sequence discordance. Among the VRC monkeys, we found 556 unique deletions, with 60-116 deletions per monkey ( Fig.  3A ; Supplemental Table S8 ), as defined by CNVnator genotypes falling below a read-depth threshold of 1.5 (Abyzov et al. 2011) . Of these unique deletions, a majority (64%) were <2 kb in size (Supplemental Table S9 ) and at least 7% were homozygous (Supplemental Table S8 ). From 2.3 Mb of total unique deletion space, we found 77 deletions that disrupt coding sequence of one or more genes (Fig. 3A) . However, most of these deletions occurred in and around pseudogenes or tandemly arranged gene families of the immune system, e.g., MHC and Ig heavy chain genes. We also measured deletion variants shared by at least three individuals; they accounted for 5.3 Mb and represented loss of at least a portion of exon sequence for 57 genes (Supplemental Table S8 ), with 61% of these variants under 2 kb in length (Supplemental Table S10 ). Overall, this set of shared deletions was enriched for genes harboring immunoglobulin domains, but most deleted genes were characterized as having unknown function.
We also identified multiple segmental duplications, highly identical expanding sequences that can serve as templates for recombination and crucibles for gene birth and death (Bailey and Eichler 2006 ), which we defined as genome sequences >5 kb in size found more than once with >90% identity, and considered them without a specific restriction on size-range. While vervet chromosomes that formed through fissions displayed no difference in average counts of SDs compared to other autosomes (P-value = 0.94) (Supplemental Fig. S5 ), closer scrutiny of several syntenic breakpoints by BAC mapping revealed numerous SDs, supporting the hypothesis that they have played an important role in chromosome evolution, including fissions (Kehrer-Sawatzki and Cooper 2008; Marques-Bonet et al. 2009; Carbone et al. 2014 ).
On average, over 44 Mb of SDs were found in each monkey across all autosomes ( (Prado-Martinez et al. 2013) . In all box plots, the vertical limits of the box represent one standard deviation around the mean, the horizontal line within the box is the median, and the whiskers extend from the box to the 25th and 75th percentiles. while only a small fraction (1%-3%) was sample-specific ( Fig. 3B ; Supplemental Table S11 ). The total number of duplicated bases shared among VRC monkeys was 6.7-fold greater than the number of deleted bases (both unique and shared). Investigations in great apes have reported, similarly, a 7.7-fold increase in fixed duplications relative to deleted bases . Upon intersection of fixed SD sequence (36 Mb in total) with gene positions, we found a total of 1601 protein-coding genes, of which 321 have ascribed gene function. On CAE6, we observed an elevated number of zinc finger genes relative to other chromosomes (19 of 33 total). Rhesus macaque Chromosome 6 is also particularly enriched for zinc finger genes (Rhesus Macaque Genome Sequencing and Analysis Consortium et al. 2007 ). Canonical pathway enrichment analysis of unique genes embedded in SDs revealed several classifications potentially relevant to diseases, including immunological pathways related to pathogen response (P < 0.04) (Supplemental Table S12 ). For example, a member of the leukocyte receptor cluster, LENG1, whose interacting protein partners are involved in viral release from host cells, was found in three copies compared to one in other sequenced primates (Supplemental Fig. S6 ). Comparatively, the percentage (∼92%-96%) of shared SDs is higher within hominids (human, chimpanzee) than in vervet (81%) (Fig. 3C) , most likely representing their natural low variability (Prado-Martinez et al. 2013 ). We carried out a complementary analysis of duplications in vervet and 11 other mammalian species to detect, for all predicted genes, those rapidly expanding gene families specific to vervet; we identified 38 specific expansions, compared to a high of 288 and low of 8 for human and gibbon, respectively (Supplemental Table S13 ).
Subspecies relationships
We sought to clarify the relationships among the taxa (variously classified as subspecies or species) that constitute the genus Chlorocebus by comparing the reference assembly from Caribbean-origin C. a. sabaeus to whole-genome sequencing data from one representative of each of the five principal African subspecies: C. a. sabaeus; C. a. pygerythrus; C. a. aethiops; C. a. tantalus; and C. a. cynosurus (Supplemental Table S14 ). We discovered 34 million sites with single nucleotide variants (SNVs) relative to reference; 19.7 million of these SNVs passed quality control filters and allowed inference of the ancestral allele, using the rhesus macaque reference assembly (Supplemental Fig. S7 ). The level of sequence divergence across these five vervet subspecies was 0.21%-0.33%, comparable to the level of divergence between subspecies of other nonhuman primates: chimpanzee, 0.17%-0.19%; gorilla, 0.16%-0.20% (Prado-Martinez et al. 2013) ; and macaque, 0.31% (Yan et al. 2011 ). Heterozygosity estimates for vervet subspecies ranged from 0.08% (C. a. aethiops) to 0.18% (C.a. pygerythrus). Further, 36% of the SNVs displayed fixed differences between vervet subspecies (22% in a single sample rhesus macaque study), and 28% varied both within and between vervet subspecies (12.5% in rhesus macaque). In addition to the latter variations, 16% of the fixed differences were incompatible with our inferred species tree (Fig. 4A) , suggesting that these sites either constituted ancestral polymorphisms that might still be segregating or were subject to gene flow across subspecies boundaries. Thus, despite the small sample size, a large proportion of vervet genetic variation (34%) was shared across subspecies, suggesting recent or ineffective reproductive isolation among the subspecies.
To describe the relationship between the subspecies, we calculated the pairwise distance across all SNVs for each pair of chromosomes and inferred average divergence times (Supplemental Table S15 ). By subtracting the average divergence time within individuals from the pairwise comparisons, we estimated divergence dates for the subspecies under the assumption of no subsequent gene flow (Supplemental Tables S16, S17). A phylogenetic tree (Fig. 4A ) supported C. a. cynosurus and C. a. pygerythrus as the most closely related subspecies, with an inferred divergence date around 129 thousand years ago (kya); C. a. tantalus diverged from these two subspecies most recently (265 kya), followed by C. a. aethiops (446 kya), and then C. a. sabaeus (531 kya). For each subspecies, branch lengths were roughly consistent with known range proximities within Africa (Fig. 4A) . In particular, applying a clustering algorithm to geographic distances yielded a similar tree, except that C. a. tantalus was sister to C. a. aethiops. This inconsistency might be explained by a considerable desertlike environment separating the range of C. a. aethiops from that of the other subspecies, which increases its effective geographic distance from them. We further note that the estimated times for splitting of the subspecies (Supplemental Table S16 ) are considerably more recent than the corresponding sequence divergence times (coalescent times) (Supplemental Table S17 ).
To further reconstruct the evolutionary history of the vervet, we inferred the effective population size of each subspecies using MSMC (multiple sequentially Markovian coalescent) (Schiffels and Durbin 2014) . The results (Fig. 4B) suggest that effective population sizes across the five subspecies started to diverge ∼300 kya (the apparent, more ancient divergence of effective population size for C. a. aethiops represents a known artifact of this method). Perhaps the most striking result is the decrease in the effective population size of C. a. aethiops beginning ∼200 kya, followed by a mild recovery of effective population size around 20 kya and an even more extreme decline in more recent times. C. a. sabaeus and C. a. cynosurus show intermediate effective population sizes for most of their evolutionary history, with a much weaker decline than C. a. aethiops 200 kya and an earlier and stronger recovery peaking at around 30 kya. Estimates point to a recent (∼10 kya) relative decline in effective population size in C. a. sabaeus and a slight increase in C. a. cynosurus. The evolutionary history of C. a. tantalus is characterized by a remarkable stability in effective population size until a sharp decline around 10 kya. Finally, C. a. pygerythrus, the subspecies with the largest geographic range, shows a minimum of effective population size before 100 kya, followed by a strong increase, a phase of constantly large effective population size, and an even more extreme increase in the most recent past. We note that the divergence of effective population sizes between C. a. cynosurus and C. a. pygerythrus for times more ancient than the split-time inferred above can be explained by population structure in the ancestral population.
MHC diversity among C. a. sabaeus vervets
We hypothesize that natural resistance to SIV progression among vervet populations could derive, in part, from the action of protective genetic variants in genes that regulate immune responses. We therefore have characterized MHC diversity in vervets sampled from West Africa, St. Kitts, and from several North American primate centers. As a first step towards identifying MHC variants, we sequenced BAC clones spanning the MHC region of the reference genome to obtain unambiguous haploid sequence paths. After sequencing and organizing a tile path of sequences that comprise a total of 4 Mb of the MHC reference haplotype, only five known gaps remained (Supplemental Fig. S8 ). We then aligned the ungapped regions to a nonreference-derived rhesus macaque MHC (Daza-Vamenta et al. 2004 ); we used these data because the MHC region of the rheMac7 reference (Zimin et al. 2014 ) contains several errors due to the complex SDs that characterize the MHC of all rhesus macaques examined to date (Daza-Vamenta et al. 2004; Watanabe et al. 2007) . When compared to the rhesus macaque single haploid MHC region (Daza-Vamenta et al. 2004) , the vervet displayed highly conserved synteny with only minor structural variation (Fig. 5A) . However, gaps that flank the Chsa-A locus and another localized within the Chsa-B region (the analogous region in the rhesus macaque MHC included a tandem array of nineteen closely related Mamu-B loci) prevented us from drawing definitive conclusions for sequence orientation in some apparently syntenic regions.
To assess MHC locus diversity in C. a. sabaeus, we sequenced MHC class I transcripts from 83 vervets. Using RNA isolated from blood samples (whole blood or peripheral blood mononuclear cells [PBMC] ) obtained from vervets at five US primate centers (Supplemental Table S18 ), we performed high resolution pyrosequencing of cDNA-PCR amplicons spanning the second to fourth exons, which encode the highly polymorphic peptide binding domain of class I gene products (Wiseman et al. 2013 ). We observed extensive MHC class I allele sharing in 51 apparently unrelated individuals from different primate centers (Fig. 5B) ; all MHC class I diversity could be accounted for by six inferred haplotypes together with simple recombinants (Fig. 5B ; Supplemental Table  S19 ). Four BAC clones (CH252-276C1, CH252-124F12, CH252-5C22, and CH252-175F15) contained genomic sequences that were identical to six class I transcripts from the M4 haplotype of Caribbean-origin vervets (Chsa-A Table  S19 ). Despite at least one gap of unknown size in the BAC tile path for the Chsa-B region, genomic sequences corresponding to all known Chsa-B transcripts were identified, with the exception of Chsa-B * 01:01. We then obtained MHC sequences, using a similar approach, from vervets sampled at seven distinct locations on St. Kitts (N = 21) and at four locations in Ghana (N = 11), a country considered a potential source of the vervets brought to the Caribbean during the colonial period. All six MHC class 1 haplotypes observed in vervets from US primate centers (n = 51) were shared with 75% of sequenced vervets from St. Kitts, with the remainder of the St. Kitts vervets predominantly displaying recombinant versions of one of these haplotypes (Fig. 5B) . The near-identity between the haplotype sets observed in the St. Kitts sample and in the (independently collected) US primate center samples (Fig. 5B) is consistent with the hypothesis that the Caribbean vervet populations have expanded dramatically from a recent bottleneck and demonstrates that samples of captive Caribbean-origin vervets provide a good genetic approximation of the wild populations on St. Kitts. The substantially more diverse array of novel MHC class I transcripts observed in the Ghana samples compared to those from St. Kitts provides additional evidence in favor of the suggestion of a recent founder effect in the St. Kitts population ( Fig. 5B ; Supplemental Table S19 ). Specifically, in comparing variation at the Chsa-B haplotypes (the only ones that we could reconstruct in the Ghana samples), we observed much higher allelic variation of Chsa-B sequences in the Ghana vervets than in the St. Kitts vervets, despite the smaller size of the Ghana sample. The B5 Chsa-B haplotype (Fig. 5B) , seen in a single Ghana vervet, is the only haplotype showing a complete identity of alleles between the Ghana, St. Kitts, and US vervet samples. More conclusive evaluation of vervet MHC diversity will require sequencing of samples from Nevis, Barbados, and from a wider range of African populations, while fuller characterization of the MHC gene repertoire awaits a more detailed haploid reconstruction.
Discussion
The importance of the vervet as a biomedical model system rests in large part on the utility for genetic studies of the large, richly phenotyped C. a. sabaeus populations, within the Caribbean and in North American colonies of Caribbean descent. To support such studies, we provide a high-quality vervet genome reference generated from a single C. a. sabaeus monkey. In constructing this assembly, we optimized sequence contiguity, but not at the expense of accuracy, producing vervet gene models that are more complete (98.8%) when aligning to human RefSeq transcripts than those for other recently assembled OWMs: 94.6% and 95.8% for olive baboon (Papio anubis) and golden snub-nosed monkey (Rhinopithecus roxellana), respectively (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih. gov/genome/annotation_euk/status/). Extensive RNA-seq data (22 Gb of sequence from 174 individual samples across five different tissues) provide additional validation of this assembly. A variety of measures support our contention that the vervet genome reference is of sufficient quality to launch large-scale whole-genome and transcriptome sequencing studies. The fact that 99% of whole-genome sequences generated from Chlorocebus subspecies map to the vervet reference assembly further substantiates its use in studies of the African subspecies.
We observed a high level of sequence conservation in comparing vervet to humans and rhesus macaque using both in silico and experimental approaches, implying that investigations in vervets will have good translatability to human studies. However, members of the Cercopithecini, including vervets, have experienced several lineage-specific chromosomal fissions, and therefore their karyotypes diverge substantially from those of most other catarrhines, including humans (Finelli et al. 1999) . Broadly, complex Robertsonian and non-Robertsonian fissions are the source of this chromosomal variation, but among the biomedically relevant OWMs, only vervets have experienced significant dysploidy, mostly as a result of noncentromeric sequence exchanges. Three of these fissions generated an acentric fragment whose stability appears to result from the seeding of an ancient neocentromere. Similar events have been reported in OWMs following the fission of the chromosome corresponding to human Chromosome 3 (Ventura et al. 2004) . Macaque neocentromeres harbor large blocks of alphoid DNA (except Chromosome Y), whose sequence is shared among all of them, unlike humans, in which many alphoid subsets are chromosome-specific. In vervet, the alphoid blocks of the five neocentromeres in vervet are not distinguishable from those of other chromosomes, suggesting that these noecentromeres probably arose in the Cercopithecini ancestor.
Unlike other NHPs adopted for the study of human disease, vervets used in biomedical research descend mainly from small founder populations that have expanded from extreme bottlenecks, making them particularly suited for studying the phenotypic impact of structural variations. We have so far evaluated Six ancestral MHC class I haplotypes (B1-B6) identified by pyrosequencing accounted for all major haplotypes observed in vervets (n = 51) from US primate centers. The remaining haplotypes reflected simple recombination events between these six ancestral haplotypes. The distribution of MHC class I haplotypes of feral vervets (n = 21) from St. Kitts is virtually indistinguishable from that of US primate center monkeys. Eleven feral vervets from Ghana exhibited at least 16 distinct Chsa-B haplotypes. Only the Chsa-B5 haplotype (yellow slice) was identical with the class IB region of the B5 haplotype in St. Kitts-origin vervets. Chsa-A haplotypes in the individuals from Ghana also exhibited much greater diversity compared to the Caribbean-origin population (data not shown).
gene-containing deletions and duplications observed in the VRC extended pedigree. In this setting, observed sequence gain has considerably outpaced loss, a pattern similar to that observed in great apes . Overall, CAE6, a chromosome that attracts a proportionally higher number of SINEs than other vervet chromosomes, displays the most frequent sequence losses. Intriguingly, human Chromosome 19, which is homologous to CAE6, also has, among human chromosomes, incurred the greatest number of losses, based on examination of numerous SV events in the database of genome variation (Zarrei et al. 2015) . A closer examination of the breakpoints shared in the ancestral state of CAE6 and other chromosomes should provide further insight regarding the molecular mechanisms responsible for these occurrences. Among rare autosomal deletions (observed in a single vervet) that perturb exon sequences, we found very few in homozygous states (only six in a total of 77 genes containing such deletions), and most of these are in pseudogenes, presumably not subject to purifying selection. This finding is consistent with the suggestion of Gokcumen et al. (2013) that purifying selection has contributed little to the SV differences observed among primates.
Few prior studies have used sequence data to extensively evaluate copy number variation in NHP populations (Gokcumen et al. 2013; Sudmant et al. 2013) . Sudmant et al. (2013) have reported that, in the common chimpanzee/bonobo ancestor, 57 genes likely experienced exonic deletions; similar to our observations in vervets, they found that these genes were enriched for immune and olfactory functions . Ours is the first study to characterize vervet SVs, and those monkeys in which we observed such variants were apparently healthy. We therefore presumed that none of these variants is severely deleterious, although neurodevelopmental phenotypes predominately associated with SVs in humans ) would likely not be readily detected in most primate colonies. However, detailed assessment of neurocognitive function in vervets is feasible (Elsworth et al. 2015) , and we propose that conducting such assessments in vervets carrying SVs identified here (and in future studies) and matched controls could yield novel models for such disorders. In fact, iterative phenotyping of humans identified based on loss-of-function mutations is at an early stage (Alkuraya 2015; Johnston et al. 2015) and to our knowledge has not been initiated in NHPs.
The palindromic nature of SDs has enabled a high degree of genome plasticity in primate evolution (Kehrer-Sawatzki and Cooper 2008) and has led to their association with disease-related instability in various human chromosomes (Antonacci et al. 2014) . We describe the first collection of vervet SDs; their localization will facilitate future studies focused on the evolution of OWMs or examining their phenotypic impact in vervet populations. Specifically, evaluation of the occurrence within these regions of protein-coding genes may shed light on broad trajectories of primate evolution. Examples include the observation that some vervet SDs harbor a greater than expected number of zinc finger genes, a feature conserved between vervet and rhesus macaque (Rhesus Macaque Genome Sequencing and Analysis Consortium et al. 2007 ), or the enrichment in vervet SDs of genes that function in immunological pathways related to pathogen response. Notable examples include LENG1, whose interacting protein partners are involved in viral release from host cells, and JAK2 and NOS2, both of which act in response to opportunistic leishmania infection in HIV + individuals (Pasquau et al. 2005) . Furthermore, we uncovered 38 rapid expansions within hierarchical gene families for oxidative stress, a correlate also relevant to human health. As also seen in previous characterizations of SDs among primates, we observed substantial variation in their span and copy number (Gokcumen et al. 2013; Prado-Martinez et al. 2013; Sudmant et al. 2013) ; such variation could have broad evolutionary implications, either through its stimulation of regional de-stabilization or through its role in propagating adaptive gene families. Understanding vervet population genetic history, including the genetic relationships among vervet subspecies, is essential for identifying loci that may contribute to susceptibility or resistance to a vast array of viral, microbial, and parasitic pathogens. We found that the most geographically isolated subspecies, C. a. aethiops, displayed the lowest heterozygosity, while C. a. pygerythrus, the subspecies with the broadest geographic range, displayed the highest. Previous taxonomic studies relied on smaller data sets and reached conclusions that are not directly comparable (Rosenberg and Nordborg 2002; Perelman et al. 2011; Guschanski et al. 2013) . In particular, the divergence dates inferred in this first whole-genome analysis of vervet subspecies are considerably more recent than previous estimates (Perelman et al. 2011; Guschanski et al. 2013) , largely owing to the fact that we take within-subspecies diversity into account. The phylogenetic relationships presented here are consistent with a proposed geographic origin of the genus in the Congo basin (Kingdon 1984) or the Rift Valley (Osman Hill 1966) and with purported migration routes (Osman Hill 1966 ). Yet, contrary to previous speculation (Osman Hill 1966) , our results do not support a recent common origin of C. a. sabaeus and C. a. tantalus but indicate that C. a. sabaeus, C. a. aethiops, and C. a. tantalus represent independent descendants of the ancestral lineage that subsequently migrated to their respective ranges. Consistent with Osman Hill (1966) , our results suggest that C. a. cynosurus split off from C. a. pygerythrus on its way south. Inferences of ancestral population sizes for particular subspecies using MSMC (Schiffels and Durbin 2014) are consistent with information about their geographic ranges. For example, MSMC indicates that C. a. tantalus maintained a relatively stable population size over much of its evolutionary history, supporting the suggestion that, among the subspecies, the current range of C. a. tantalus is closest to its ancestral range. Similarly, our MSMC results suggest that C. a. aethiops had the smallest effective population size for most of its evolutionary past, an observation consistent with its geographical isolation. To obtain a clearer picture of within-subspecies diversity, and to get a more nuanced view of the demographic history of the five subspecies, including historical patterns of gene flow, it will be necessary to sequence additional representatives of each of them.
Despite substantial progress with the experimental use of a variety of species deemed "model organisms," the biological differences of such species from humans are often a hindrance to the development of human-specific therapies. This problem may be particularly important for infectious and immunological diseases, which are major contributors to the human health burden. Interest in vervets as a biomedical model species derives in part from its status as the most abundant natural host of SIV (Goldstein et al. 2000; Ma et al. 2013) . As with other well-adapted natural simian hosts, vervets do not progress to immunodeficiency disease upon infection with species-specific SIV (Ma et al. 2014) . A nearly complete high-quality reference MHC haplotype embedded within CAE17 ( Fig. 5A; Supplemental Fig. S8 ) shows a high conservation of MHC structure between vervet and a rhesus macaque single-haplotype MHC region (Daza-Vamenta et al. 2004) but also demonstrates the need for further work to close remaining gaps and infer OWM ancestral origins of the MHC. With PCR
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www.genome.org typing of class I transcripts, we confirmed that Caribbean-origin vervets in US primate centers provide an accurate representation of the Caribbean populations from which they descend. Corroborating our findings, a recent study using other methods has also reported restricted MHC diversity in St. Kitts and Barbados vervet populations (Aarnink et al. 2014) .
Restricted MHC diversity in the Caribbean-origin vervet population is remarkably similar to that observed in Mauritian-origin cynomolgus macaques (Wiseman et al. 2013 ). The macaque population of this isolated Indian Ocean island was characterized by only seven extended MHC haplotypes, together with recombinants between these ancestral haplotypes. As with the Caribbeanorigin vervets, this macaque population was founded in the 17th century by a small number of monkeys introduced by Europeans (Bonhomme et al. 2008) .
In summary, we provide the foundation for comparative studies of vervet subspecies and the different populations that comprise them. More importantly, this report provides an extensive but preliminary resource of single base variants, SDs, and deletions for Chlorocebus a. sabaeus. This ultrastructural framework can support trait mapping as well as preliminary studies into functional consequences of segregating protein-coding genes that have damaged structure.
Methods Ethics statement
This study was carried out in strict accordance with the recommendations described in the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals of the National Institute of Health, the Office of Animal Welfare, and the United States Department of Agriculture. All animal work was approved by the NIAID Division of Intramural Research Animal Care and Use Committees (IACUC), in Bethesda, MD (protocol # LMM-12E and LMM-6). The animal facilities are accredited by the American Association for Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care. All procedures were carried out under ketamine anesthesia by trained personnel under the supervision of veterinary staff, and all efforts were made to ameliorate the welfare and to minimize animal suffering in accordance with the "Weatherall report for the use of nonhuman primates" recommendations. All techniques for trapping, sedation, and sampling were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee. Collections were conducted under permits and permissions issued by the following: Ethiopian Wildlife Conservation Authority; Zambia Wildlife Authority; Wildlife Division, Forestry Commission, Republic of Ghana; and the Gambia Department of Parks and Wildlife Management.
Sequencing, assembly, and gene annotation
Genomic DNA from a male individual vervet (Chlorocebus a. sabaeus; animal ID#1994-021) within the pedigreed VRC, previously used to create the BAC library CHORI-252, provided the source material for all sequencing. An ABI3730 instrument was utilized to sequence BAC ends, and Roche 454 Titanium and Illumina HiSeq 2000 instruments to generate two independent assemblies; sequencing libraries of single fragment, overlapping, or paired 3-and 8-kbp reads were made according to requirements of the platform and the intended assembly algorithm. For assembly one, sequence coverage was generated on the Roche 454 Titanium instrument: fragment-10x, 3kbp-8x, and 8kbp-1x based on an estimated 3-Gb genome. For assembly two, sequence coverage was generated on the Illumina HiSeq 2000 instrument, 100-bp read length: 45x overlapping, 45x 3kbp and 10x 8kbp, all on the. All 454 and ABI3730 reads were assembled with the Newbler algorithm (Roche); all Illumina reads were assembled with ALLPATHS (Gnerre et al. 2011) . These versions were merged (Yao et al. 2012) , misassembled regions were identified with BES mapping and corrected, and then data from finished BAC clones (n = 143) were integrated where gaps remained (Kurtz et al. 2004 ). This error-corrected assembly was used to construct individual chromosome files (Supplemental Methods). We utilized the fully described NCBI gene annotation pipeline (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/ genome/annotation_euk/process/) for gene model predictions that were supported by RNA-seq samples not associated with this study: SAMN02356306, SAMN02439943, SAMN02665515, SAMN02665584, SAMN02665615.
Primate genome synteny
The synteny block arrangements of vervet chromosomes were defined in cytogenetic hybridization experiments, BAC end, and comparative whole-genome alignments. For cytogenetics experiments, using 570 human BAC clones, each position defined on the human genome (hg19) was positionally examined throughout the vervet genome. For each putative breakpoint, reiterative FISH experiments were performed to narrow the breakpoint interval. Examination of breakpoints shared with rhesus macaque used FISH previously performed on this species (http://www. biologia.uniba.it/macaque2013) (Ventura et al. 2007 ). All sequenced BAC ends were then aligned to the assembly to define synteny with human. Finally, human sequence was aligned with the rhesus macaque (rheMac2) and vervet (ChlSab1.1) genomes. Reciprocal best nets were created using the standard UCSC chain/net process; thus for every human base, the best single alignment to rhesus and vervet was found (Supplemental Fig. S2 ).
Repeats
The transposed element landscape was derived by a local version of RepeatMasker (http://www.repeatmasker.org/RMDownload.html) using the latest rhesus monkey transposon library (http://www .girinst.org/server/RepBase/index.php), as detailed in Supplemental Methods. Unique vervet sequences represent the best source for detecting new lineage-specific genomic elements, including active retrotransposons, and were extracted as described in Supplemental Methods. Coordinates of vervet lineage-specific sequences were then correlated with the two-way alignment and repetitive elements from the RepeatMasker report. Overlapped coordinates were then used to calculate the genome-wide coverage of lineage-specific repetitive elements, which were then used to populate a database containing unique vervet regions occupied by more than 69% of repetitive elements (purified from satellite and low complexity DNA) to compile lineage-specific TE insertions and activities (Supplemental Table S3 ). Potentially active elements were defined as being (1) those elements in unique regions that occupied more than 1% of their total genomic representation, (2) those that yielded more than 15 hits per element type, and (3), especially for those that were long terminal repeat elements (LTRs), all fulllength retroviral elements or their remaining solitary LTRs (Supplemental Table 3 ). Finally, genome-wide information of the chromosomal percentage occupation of specific element families extracted from the vervet, human, and rhesus macaque RepeatMasker reports (Supplemental Tables S4-S6) , were evaluated for their under-or overrepresentation in the different taxa by a two-sided confidential interval test (P < 0.05).
Structural variation detection
Examination of deletions and SDs used previously published methods robust for each SV type (Alkan et al. 2009; Layer et al. 2014) . A total of six individual vervets (each belonging to the VRC), sequenced to average sequence coverage of 32×, were separately used to call shared and unique deletions (Supplemental Table S7 ). All sequences were aligned to the ChlSab1.1 reference with BWA-MEM (Li and Durbin 2009) prior to sequence alignment discordance filtering. To detect deletions, overlapping split-read and paired-end discordance coordinates were generated with LUMPY (Layer et al. 2014) . A secondary read-depth filter was used to validate matching concordance (Abyzov et al. 2011) . CNVnator (Abyzov et al. 2011 ) version 0.3 was used in conjunction with a bin size of 100 bp to call CNVs on all autosomes. CNVnator was then used to generate histogram files corresponding to each chromosome for each of the six samples.
For the discovery of SDs, the repetitive regions detected by RepeatMasker (www.repeatmasker.org) and Tandem Repeat Finder (Benson 1999) were first masked to remove most of the repetitive regions present in the ChlSab1.1 assembly, and a k-mer approach was used to further mask potential hidden repeats (see Supplemental Methods; Supplemental Fig. S9 ). Supplemental Table S20 summarizes the number of reads, mapping percentage, and coverage prior to and after removing PCR duplicates. Assessment of canonical pathway enrichment for genes linked with deleted or duplicated bases utilized a hypergeometric test (P < 0.05) against the human genome enabled in WebGestalt (Wang et al. 2013) , while examination of gene family expansion and contraction used the updated CAFE3 (see Supplemental Methods; Han et al. 2013 ).
Subspecies sequencing and variant calling
Short insert libraries (200-400 bp) were used to generate ∼10× sequence coverage for five subspecies (Supplemental Table S14 ) (C.a. aethiops, C.a. tantalus, C.a. pygerythrus, C. a. cynosurus, and C. a. sabaeus [West Africa]). All sequences were aligned against the ChlSab1.1 reference using BWA-MEM. The Genome Analysis Toolkit (GATK) was used for SNP calling (McKenna et al. 2010) . Following the recommended GATK workflow, a first low-threshold round of variant calling was used to perform local realignment and base quality recalibration. The steps of duplicate marking, local realignment, and quality score recalibration were performed as suggested by the GATK best practices guide. Given the lack of existing polymorphism data, a first round of conservative variant calling provided input to the quality score recalibration procedure. SNPs were then called using the GATK UnifiedGenotyper algorithm on all samples simultaneously. Subsequently, to reduce the amount of false positives, hard filters were applied to the SNP set, and variants were removed that failed any of the filters (Supplemental Table S22 ). The number of SNPs per chromosome, SNP density, and the percentage of SNPs that did not pass a given filter were calculated (Supplemental Fig. S7 ). To infer the ancestral state for each SNP, ChlSab1.1 was aligned against rheMac2 (Rhesus Macaque Genome Sequencing and Analysis Consortium et al. 2007) using NUCmer (Kurtz et al. 2004) , with filtering for oneto-one mappings of a minimum length of 200 bp. Each SNP was checked for a mapping to the rhesus macaque genome for this region, and the state in rhesus macaque was assumed to be the ancestral state.
Analysis of vervet subspecies
The polymorphic sites were used to calculate the pairwise difference matrix across vervets (Supplemental Table S15 ). Diagonal entries correspond to the comparison of the two chromosomes within each diploid individual; off-diagonal entries correspond to an average of the four possible pairwise sequence comparisons. For each subspecies, coalescent effective population sizes were calculated using the relation π = 4N e µL, where π is the diagonal entries in Supplemental Table S15, µ = 1.5 × 10 −8 is the expected per base-pair mutation rate, and L = 2.5 × 10 9 is the mutational target size-in our case the genome size minus all masked intervals and positions where the reference base is missing.
In a neutral model, the number of pairwise differences is proportional to the genomic average of the time to the common ancestor of each sequence pair (coalescent time). An UPGMA (unweighted pair group method with arithmetic mean) tree was constructed which reflects these relationships using the R software package "phangorn" (Schliep 2011 ). To get from individual relationships to species relationships, the average within-species coalescent time was subtracted from the between-species coalescent time, i.e., T split = 1/(2µl) × (π between −π within ) was estimated for each pair of subspecies. This estimate assumes that the effective size of each ancestral population before the split was an average of the current effective population sizes (see Supplemental Table  S16 , where a generation time of 8.5 yr was assumed). These estimates assume instantaneous speciation and the absence of subsequent gene flow. MSMC software in two-haplotype mode (Schiffels and Durbin 2014) was used to estimate effective population size among vervet subspecies.
MHC diversity
To define synteny differences, the rhesus macaque MHC region (Daza-Vamenta et al. 2004 ) was aligned to a tile path of finished vervet BAC sequences representing the MHC region (Supplemental Fig. S8 ) using MegaBLAST at a word size of 100 and an e-value of 0.05. The resulting alignments were filtered with Genome Workbench (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/tools/gbench/). Whole blood or PBMC samples obtained from 51 captive and 32 feral vervets (Supplemental Table S18 ) were used for characterization of MHC class I sequences and MHC haplotypes. Total RNAs were isolated from whole blood or PBMC. First-strand cDNAs were used as templates for PCR with universal primers that bind highly conserved sequences in exons 2 and 4 that flank the highly polymorphic peptide binding domain of all NHP MHC class I gene products studied to date (Wiseman et al. 2013) . PCR products were purified with AmPure-XP SPRI beads (Beckman Coulter), normalized, and pooled as MID-tagged amplicons. The resulting amplicon pools were subjected to pyrosequencing with a GS Junior instrument (Roche/454). After index binning of quality-filtered sequence data, and assembly of unidirectional contigs of identical sequence reads, BLAST was run to align contigs against a custom allele database of vervet class I sequences.
Data access
The vervet genome assembly in this study has been submitted to NCBI GenBank (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/assembly/) under assembly accession number GCA_000409795.2. Deletion variants have been submitted to the NCBI database of genomic structural variation (dbVar; http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/dbvar) under accession number nstd114. The raw sequence data from this study have been submitted to the NCBI BioProject (http:// www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/bioproject) under accession number PRJNA240242. 
